1. Introduction

Media management is an area where the research tools are just being created. In Poland there are only a few research papers on that topic, although every year their number increases. No wonder that it is difficult to talk about a meaningful, especially Polish, research in this area. Moreover, media discourse management is a topic that is still new and difficult as a research subject. The very notion of discourse is interpreted in multiple ways and takes its meaning depending on the field it concerns.

Media discourse management is a broad term connecting both the linguistic, sociological and philosophical aspects. It is a progressing process of saturation of the society by media and influencing different spheres of everyday life by supplying various media messages. Media discourse management is the main factor of mediatization of the society. It is a hard and responsible task. The aim of the present article is to present the meaning of media and discourse management as an important area of social life influencing everyday life and way of thinking of the recipient of media information.
2. Analysis of published data and problem statement

The modern term discourse is currently popular and encountered even in colloquial language. It is most often used as a synonym of an utterance or discussion. Such understanding of this term is not, however, complete, as one needs to take into account the polymorphic nature and multiplicity of functioning of this term, both in terms of content and scope. In the area of humanities this term is used as a substitute for the terms: language, communication or interaction [1].

While analyzing the dictionary definitions one may conclude that in the scope of Polish and German language the term discourse in colloquial language occurs only as the substitute of an organized utterance (often scientific) that is spoken – not written. Such understanding of the analyzed term is very simplified and does not show the multi-layered nature of this term.

Research on the topic of discourse constitutes a huge scientific area. Scientists working on that phenomenon are attempting at reaching above these traditional definitions, aiming at showing the multiplicity of options of their understanding. The problematic nature of discourse is filled with multiple variants of attempts to the analyzed phenomenon, which leads to emergence of rich literature and multiplicity of views on this topic [2].

Explaining and defining of this phenomenon is not a simple task and depends, to a large extent, on the field it concerns. The complexity of this phenomenon does not make it easy to be defined in one way. It is an unstable, terminologically-fluent and constantly developing term. Discourse touches upon various areas of human behavior that could not have been attributed to one particular field. Simultaneous emergence of this term in research in various fields of study delivered proof for the artificial nature of the division between humanities and social sciences, and detailing of any broadly understood fields of study [3].

Language in such view is not a passive tool, but an active factor influencing both a person who wants to convey certain meanings and on the recipient of the conveyed message.

Media discourse is an integral component of the modern cultural system. Media that are the source of media discourse are considered to be one of the most important elements which, as an omnipresent source of information in the information society, serves as one of the most important concepts constituting reality.

“In the media-dominated society we most often deal with media discourse. Media discourse may emerge in one area, for example politics, culture, as a discourse of election campaign, press advertisement, information websites etc. There may also exist somebody’s discourse, for example lawyer (legal) discourse, of a political party, as a discourse concerning people, institutions or discourse connected with a certain topic, for example abortion, alcoholism or ethnic minorities etc. We study media discourse as a way of language application typical for a given social situation, shaped in the area of media conventions and genres” [4].

Media discourse is, therefore, media communication, that is a process of sharing and collecting information via the media. It is then called “mediated” communication. An absolute condition of classifying a given utterance in a broad genetic spectrum of media discourse is its presence in mass media [5].

What is then the subject of research in media discourse? Because discourse is an interdisciplinary and heterogeneous term, there exists no unambiguous answer. Linguists argue that the basis of research on media discourse is, naturally, language. They study language in press, TV, radio and internet discourse. The analysis is of the structure, functions, semantics and styles.

Sociologists consider discourse in terms of the social mechanisms taking place within its scope, not taking into account genetic issues; psychologists – mental practices and analyses of mental representations in the sender’s mind [6]; political scientists – do research on discourse as tools for domination, which co-create and consolidate relations and divisions in the power structure. Philosophers will most probably search for the truth and conditions for truthfulness in the logically non-contradictory utterances. Such solutions may be multiplied and their number will be rising together with the existing, potential or alleged paradigms of scientific disciplines [7]: in this context it is worth quoting the researchers of M. Foucault’s work: Charles C. Lemert and Garth Gillian, who argue that “discourse is becoming a difficult matter where the philosopher seems to connect discourse practices with social practices, not delivering a clear answer to a question where discourse ends and actual social life starts, if it ever does start” [8].

Understanding of media discourse depends only on the person receiving the message. It is the recipient who considers and decides how far and deep his interpretation of the message may reach, as transfer, as any kind of communication performed and distorted by the media, is not full in terms of information. The more the recipient has to supplement the text that is either read or heard in the media, the more this text is persuasive, informational and inspiring for him. Discourse interpretation is dependent on knowledge, experience or age of the recipient of a message.

Discourse considered in terms of media exists in two forms [9]:

– spontaneous interaction, texts and utterances exist in natural situations. Real data is transferred via media, not fabricated or edited (after media processing);
– media discourse, that is a previously prepared text, which is transferred via media in a printed (written material) or audiovisual (spoken material) version. These texts are circulated after previous proofreading, converted, modified and ordered, even created by a media worker.

Nowadays, in addition to typical areas of human communication, spontaneous, interpersonal, every day, unofficial, as well as official (public), there is media with all its specificity: crossing taboo, lack of identity, anonymity, potential or restricted in scope interactiveness and the visual (sound, print and image) on all levels of human communication. Unusually fast development of mass media brought at the same time, non-restricted flow of people, goods, technologies and, most importantly information. It caused, to quote Kazimierz Ożóg, “mass popularization of Polish media language, which in more or less appropriate, high, low, elegant, often vulgar, aggressive version, via many radio stations, TV channels, thousands of newspapers, often magazines of low-quality, sometimes Internet, reaches almost every part of the world”.

3. Purpose and objectives of the study

The key purpose of this paper is to present possibilities of media discourse management to get through to cognitive resources of the consumer of media information in order to
maintain the longest possible interaction with them in their everyday life.

In accordance with the set goal the following research objectives are identified:

1. Media management is a field in which research tools are just being developed.
2. Media discourse management is an interdisciplinary research area.
3. Strategies for media discourse management represent a progressive process of saturating society with the media and influencing various spheres of everyday life by delivering varied press releases.
4. Media discourse management is the main factor of mediatization of society.
5. Media and media discourse management is an important area of social life influencing everyday life of the audience and their way of thinking.

4. Key research findings – Media discourse management

Media discourse management may be considered, in broad terms concerning social, political and economic phenomena, as well as in wider terms referring only to management of articular discourse in particular media company. Management of media discourse, in its nature, differs from other sectors of economy. It is due to different, dual nature of media companies, as well as information – basic resource used by media organizations [10].

The most often used concept in research on discourse management in media is strategic management. Many researchers used case study of a given media institution to describe the researched phenomena. Thanks to that it was possible to explain why some media organizations deal in the market better than others and why some are more popular than others. Strategies of concentration on media market or discourse level adjustment to changing conditions have been described.

Discourse management in media may be divided into three categories:

- the first refers to the influence of the whole media entrepreneurship structure on its efficiency (structure-conduct-performance – SCP);
- the second assumes that every company is a set of unique resources that should be the basis of strategy construction, including the strategy of shaping universal media discourse in social space (resource-based-view – RBV);
- the third approach to strategic management in media involves application of a niche theory known from biology, according to which every being searches a niche for itself in a new environment. Similarly, media organizations should use the gaps, market niches in their adapted strategy [11].

Media discourse management is also an approach tightly connected with the organizational culture and ways of its management. It concerns mostly analysis of the influence of culture on the ability of media organizations to adjust to the changing environment or the influence of organizational culture on revealing false information or plagiarism [11].

In media discourse management it is important to connect both the linguistic and sociological approaches to such a complex issue. Discourse management is a linguistic complication with a social context, reflecting the relations between media organizations and/or institutions, and roles of the participants (senders and recipients of media information).

Media and media discourse management also refers to application of new technologies, innovation and creativity. Influence of there field on all areas of management is enormous. The fields of study of influence of technology on media and discourse management are, among others, the following aspects of technology: economic, strategic management, new product development, diffusion, gratification and benefits, creativity. One of the most important factors here is creativity, because it is (highly difficultly foreseen determinant) main element of a media product, and investments in media organizations frequently require huge outlay [11].

Creativity of media discourse broadens the information function influencing the way of thinking, political views and aspects of everyday lives. It is a means of information transfer and the construction of discourse are one of the socialization factors. Media supply entertainment, coordinate social behavior, set authority, initiate development and influence the way the recipient of a given discourse speaks.

Media discourse is also influenced by motivations of media managers, management styles, ways of making decisions, change management, organizational behavior etc. Media organizations act in conditions of constant change and high level of uncertainty, which causes high employee rotation level. It is most definitely a challenge for people managing the media, but also the researchers dealing with this topic [11].

Media discourse is highly dependent on knowledge, talent and creativity of the people who create it. In 2000 the salary of people employed in American TV stations constituted the highest single position and amounted 42,4 % of the whole budget [10]. Long-term research projects established in the USA lead to many publications in this area. Thanks to them the demographic structure, the structure of income or political views are well recognized, but also the job satisfaction, way of performing job duties, gaining sources of information etc. Thanks to this research there have been found connections between the profile of students who are graduating from University on Journalism Studies and their level of employment. This problem is also connected with labour market research in the media areas, for example gender type research concerning status of women or representatives of minorities in media organizations. B. I. Mierzejewska and C. A. Hollifield claim, however, that this research was conducted rather by the representatives of other disciplines than media management. They also point out that disproportionate number of research concerns journalists, excluding other employees hired in media. Moreover, many researchers adapted – according to the authors – false assumption that diversity of employment is tightly connected with diversity of media discourse [11].

It seems that in order to explain various phenomena referring to media and media discourse management, it is more than justified to apply the systemic methodology, as according to the systemic theory research of a certain phenomenon needs to be seen as a whole connected directly and indirectly. It is vital that while describing the researched phenomenon, one does neglect the key questions of G. M. Weinberg:

1. Why do I see what I see?
2. Why are things the way they are?
3. Why do things change?

These questions also apply in media system research. In this view, organization is a structured system, that is ordered in a certain way that gives the discourse social-technical scope.
The systemic theory assumes that an organization, including media, constitutes an organism that functions in a specific environment from which it draws resources and to which the discourses produced in this organization are directed (entry, exit) [12].

With the present state of the law, management of Polish public media must be a combination of two goals: achieving commercial success and representing public interest. Polish public media are in the form of trade law companies that are, by nature, focused on profit. This is what the minister of the treasury expects, as he functions as the owner of the media companies. From the other hand, Polish public media are subject to the Broadcasting Act, where there is described the public interest (mission) [13]. For many years further governments have been trying to solve this problem, but usually it has ended with promises and overtaking influences over public media. K. Jakubowicz even mentions a crisis of legitimacy of existence of public media. In research the recipients declare the need of their existence, however, on the other side, they are disappointed with their practices and actions [14].

Management of media discourse is then an important part of various disciplines described by sociology, political sciences, economy and many others. One of the most important research issues connected with this area is media management. It should be understood both in broad terms, concerning media seen as a field referring to social, political and economic phenomena, and in wider terms, understood as management of media company functioning in a particular environment. Research on these issues is quite difficult, as it has so far been poorly recognized and requires creating a particular terms apparatus, appropriate research tools, setting issues that are parallel and separate in relation to classical management.

5. Discussion

Nowadays we are also witnesses to the birth of a new style, discourse, new kind of language, language in and of media, or Polish media language. This situation requires finding a common ground that would connect the joint features for this category of utterance applying mostly mass media means. We also happen to deal with a new phenomenon of elimination of written language and verbal language from function of basic means of communication and media discourse creation where the printed language code is being replaced with audiovisual code. Texts are being given a monitor dimension (are read on the computer screen), the recipient is given the image of written language. Moreover, the domination of hypertext, also in press, breaks the rule of linearity, which causes the need for constant recontextualization of utterance and creates an almost infinite number of readings. Media, gradually addicting to their maker, creator-sender, give birth to their own existence that refer solely to themselves, media discourses. Like it or not, we have become prisoners of media, every day we deal with so many messages that we are not able to become free of them.

We are witnesses to the birth of new media discourse, new style, new kind of language, language in media or Polish media language, in which dominates the tabloid medium of data transfer with such language functions as: phatic, impressionistic, magical and persuasive, with more common elimination of the basic cognitive function. It is uncertain where the fault lies, some say that the media are to blame, others that the recipients. Management of media discourse is not a simple task. It is the main factor of mediatization of the society and source of modern culture-custom system. To manage media discourse means to create reality, relations, recipients’ interactions. It is a difficult and responsible task.

6. Conclusion

1. In Poland, works on media discourse management are not numerous, although their number is increasing every year. It is unsurprising then that we cannot distinguish a significant, especially Polish, publishing record in this area. Media discourse management is still a new topic, a difficult one in terms of research. The concept of discourse itself is defined multifariously and its meaning depends on the field which deals with it.

2. Media discourse management is thus an important part of various areas described by sociology, political science, economics and many more. One of significant research issues connected with this area is media management. It should be understood both in the broader sense, i.e. referring to the media understood as an area dealing with social, political and economic phenomena, and a narrower one, understood as management of a media company functioning in a specific environment.

3. Media discourse management is the main factor of society mediatization and a source of the current cultural and social system. Managing media discourse means creating the reality, relations, and interactions of the audience. It is a difficult and responsible task.

4. We are witnessing the birth of a new media discourse, a new style, new variant of language, language in the media, media language or the Polish media language in which tabloid-style communication with language functions dominate. The media, which are gradually becoming independent from their creator, or broadcaster, are producing their own creations: media discourses which refer only to them. Willingly, we are the prisoners of the media; the amount of media coverage we encounter every day means that we cannot free ourselves from them.

5. Creativity of media discourse extends the information function, influencing the way of thinking, political views, and the aspects of everyday life. The way that information is delivered, discourse construction, is one of the factors of socialisation. The media provide entertainment, coordinate social activities, define authorities, initiate development and influence how the audience of a given discourse speaks.
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Досліджено регулярність руху маршрутних таксі на зупинках з високою частотою руху м. Запоріжжя (Україна) у пікові години доби. Визначено оцінки відносної нерегулярності руху та середньої тривалості очікування пасажира на зупинці для окремих маршрутів. Запропоновано теоретичний підхід до розрахунку цих оцінок з урахуванням можливого прибуття транспортних засобів групами.

Ключові слова: автобусна зупинка, тривалість очікування, висока частота руху, групове прибуття автобусів.

Исследована регулярность движения маршрутных такси на остановках с высокой частотой движения г. Запорожье (Украина) в пиковые периоды суток. Определены оценки относительной нерегулярности движения и средней продолжительности ожидания пассажира на остановке для отдельных маршрутов. Предложен теоретический подход к расчету этих оценок с учетом возможного прибытия транспортных средств группами.

Ключевые слова: автобусная остановка, время ожидания, высокая частота движения, групповое прибытие автобусов.

1. Вступ

Регулярність руху на пасажирському автомобільному транспорті загального користування є одним з найважливіших показників, який характеризує рівень якості надання транспортних послуг пасажирам і ефективності експлуатації рухомого складу автотранспортних підприємств. Під регулярністю руху зазвичай розуміють таку організацію роботи транспортних засобів на маршрутках перевезень, за якою вони відправляються з кожного (початкового або проміжного) зупиночного пункту згідно встановленого розкладу руху. Якщо ця умова не виконується, то має місце нерегулярність руху, яка виражається у відхиленні моментів відправлення транспортних засобів з зупиночних пунктів від розкладу руху у більший або менший бік [1].

У дотриманні регулярності зацікавлені як пасажири, так і автотранспортні підприємства-перевізники, оскільки при нерегулярному русі збільшується тривалість очікування транспорту пасажирами на зупиночних пунктах, спостерігається нерівномірне наповнення маршрутних транспортних засобів, виникають відмови пасажирам у перевезеннях. Наслідками цього